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Where are you?

a. Northern VA
b. Central VA
c. Southwest VA
d. Coastal VA
e. Outside of VA

Use the polling tool under your name to make your selection.

To identify ways that Early Intervention service providers can be more successful in delivering services in child care centers

• Review Coaching Practices
• Identify challenges
• Brainstorm solutions
• Wrap up with suggestions for optimizing service delivery in child care centers
Do you have experience providing services to children in child care centers?

YES  NO

Use the pointer tool from the vertical toolbar to make your selection.

Why Child Care Centers

What are some of the reasons that we provide services in child care centers rather than in the child’s home?

Type your response in to the chat window.
Coaching
An interaction style that takes place within natural routines.

JOINT PLANNING • OBSERVATION • ACTION/PRACTICE • REFLECTION • FEEDBACK

What are some of the ways that coaching *differs* when used in child care centers from using it in homes?

Use your *text tool* to type your answer on the whiteboard.

JOINT PLANNING • OBSERVATION • ACTION/PRACTICE • REFLECTION • FEEDBACK
A Success Story

Jot down some notes about what went well!

Capturing positive elements

What are some of the things you heard in this story that you think might have contributed to the successful outcomes?

Type your response in the chat window.
A less successful story

Jot down some thoughts about why this story less successful.

Why do you think this experience was less successful?
Including all the team

How can we help parents and child care providers both be involved and connected in working toward the goals for the child?

Some strategies to start

- Writing IFSP at the Child Care Center
- Getting everyone on the same page from the beginning
- Developing communication plans for teachers and parents to stay connected
A Challenging Situation...
What Would You Do?

How would you coach this child care provider?

Identify a coaching characteristic and describe how you’d use it in the chat window.
Some strategies for the classroom

**Coach** while the child care provider practices

- **Ask for permission**
- **Ask:** What have you tried?
- **Observe:** “Show me…”
- **Plan**
- **Reflect & provide feedback**

Help the child care provider see the child’s potential!
What are some of the strategies you think you might be able to use in the future?

Type your response in the chat window.

Do you have questions that did not get addressed today?
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